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ABSTRACT
To facilitate the formation of a purchasing cooperative which services
the needs of plumbers, a market survey and location analysis were
conducted to identify the target market and to propose a location for
a cooperative facility in the metropolitan Boston area. The results of
the survey indicated that the cooperative should be located close to
the customers of plumbing companies which focus on repair service.
The location analysis modeled the plumbing market with data
collected on the plumbers, the wholesale suppliers and the plumbers'
customers. The results of the analysis were interpreted with the use
of maps created with a geographic information system.
The conclusions from the market and location analyses were
combined information on the cooperative's strategy to propose a city
in which to locate a plumbing cooperative.
Thesis Supervisor: Professor William C. Wheaton
Title: Professor of Economics
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INTRODUCTION
Small specialty contractors are facing new challenges as the
market place has become dominated by bigger and more efficient
companies. In order for them to compete, they must reduce their
overhead and increase their efficiency. Contractors which are
included in this category are electrical, heating ventilation & air-
conditioning and plumbing contractors. This paper focuses on the
plumbing industry as a prototype for other specialty contractors.
Increased competition and changes in the distribution of
plumbing materials have made it more difficult for plumbing
companies to maintain their profit margins. Also, the limited
business training that plumbers typically receive during their
education and apprenticeship is rarely supplemented after they have
earned their plumbing license. As highlighted in chapter 1, this has
created a situation where plumbers are facing difficult challenges
with inadequate preparation.
To address these problems, plumbers need to alter their
traditional business practices. In order to maintain market share,
plumbers must lower their prices. Before they can lower their
prices, they must first lower their overhead through increases in
efficiency and reduced material costs. Otherwise, lower prices will
lead only to lower profit margins. These problems can be resolved
through cooperative efforts.
Rather than viewing other plumbers exclusively as competitors,
the plumber should begin to look for opportunities to cooperate with
other contractors for their collective benefit. Buying cooperatives are
being formed in many other industries to meet similar needs.
Businesspeople who formerly saw each other as competitors are
forming buying cooperatives that enable the members to reduce
their overhead through the quantity discounts available through
group purchasing. Through coordinated purchasing, businesses have
been able to lower their prices to maintain market share and
compete effectively as well as increase their efficiency through
coordinating services.
The successful formation of a buying cooperative requires an
understanding of the market potential and the optimal location from
which to operate. The goal of this paper is to identify the optimal
locations for plumbing buying cooperatives in the Boston
metropolitan area.
Beginning with a market survey, the characteristics and the
preferences of local plumbing companies are identified. The second
chapter concentrates on the survey process and the results. The
survey results will be used to develop a profile of the types of
plumbing companies that are most compatible and likely to join a
buying cooperative. This information will be used to guide the
location analyses of the plumbing cooperatives.
Next, a two step locational analysis studying current locational
patterns for the plumbers, their customers and their suppliers is
employed to provide a basis for choosing a city in which to locate a
buying cooperative facility. Using a Geographic Information System
(GIS) to map the results of these analyses, patterns emerge which
identify relationships within the plumbing market that are not
readily apparent from an analysis of tabular data.
In chapter 3, the first step of the locational analysis utilizes a
city share analysis to study the relative amounts of the plumbing
industry that can be attributed to each city. This analysis
determines the relative importance of each city for each aspect of the
plumbing industry.
The second step of the location analysis, described in chapter 4,
employs an accessibility calculation to broaden the area of
consideration and to identify those cities which have the greatest
market potential with relation to the other cities in study area. In
concept, this analysis determines a city's desirability by combining
the city shares calculated in chapter 3 with the distances between
cities to arrive at a single measure that represents a city's access to
the market.
The concluding chapter will integrate the results from the
market survey and the location analyses to propose a city for a
purchasing cooperative within the metropolitan Boston area.
CHAPTER 1 - PLUMBING INDUSTRY OVERVIEW
A general overview of the plumbing industry will help explain
the particular challenges confronting plumbers in the 1990's.
Following this review, the applicability of purchasing cooperatives to
the plumbing industry is discussed.
The insights presented in the Plumbing Industry and the
Industry Changes sections are based on the perceptions of the Boston
area plumbers. The perceptions were obtained from the market
survey telephone interviews discussed in Chapter 2. A telephone
interview typically lasted 45 minutes, 15 minutes of which was
devoted to the market survey questions with the remaining 30
minutes focusing on the plumbing industry from the perspective of
the interviewee. Many of the plumbers expressed deep concerns
over the state of the industry and believed that changes must be
made. It was based on these concerns that the purchasing
cooperative was proposed.
THE PLUMBING INDUSTRY
The size of plumbing companies varies from the single-
plumber business to the large plumbing contractor who can employ
more than 50 plumbers. According to the County Business Trade
Patterns data for the Boston area, 63% of the plumbing companies
employ between 1 to 4 plumbers. Another 20% employ between 5 to
9 plumbers. The remaining 17% of plumbing companies employ 10
or more plumbers. Repair and small contracting companies usually
have 10 or fewer plumbers while commercial/industrial companies
are typically larger with 10 or more plumbers.1
Training of Plumbers
Training requirements include a three year apprenticeship in
the employ of a licensed plumber and 300 hours of plumbing theory
1U.S. Bureau of the Census, "County Business Patterns, 1991: Massachusetts"
(Washington DC: U.S. Government Printing Office, 1993) 3.
in school. Following the apprenticeship and a registration
examination, the plumber obtains a journeyman license. After
working for one year as a journeyman and taking an additional 100
hours of advanced theory, the plumber is eligible for a master
license. In Boston, it typically takes 4 to 5 years after high school
until the plumber is awarded a master license. 2
The training that the plumber receives stresses technical skill
and craftsmanship at the expense of business expertise. Many
plumbers rely on the business sense that they gained during their
apprenticeships to make business decisions. As a result, the quality
of plumbers' business education is largely determined by the
companies in which they apprenticed. Because of the informal
nature of their business training, plumbers are likely to be operating
their businesses less efficiently than is possible. Only a small
percentage of plumbing companies utilize technologies such as
computers, and very few actually calculate their costs of business
for comparison with their revenues. Consequently, many plumbers
are possibly unable to determine how well or poorly their business is
doing. This has resulted in an industry where 3 out of 5 plumbing
businesses fail in the first five years of business. 3
Breakdown of Plumbing Businesses
The plumbing industry can be divided into three groups:
repair, contracting and commercial work. The repair group focuses
on the repair of residential and small commercial properties while
the contracting segment focuses on new construction and renovation
of residential and small commercial properties. The commercial
segment is different in that its business consists of both contracting
and repair work for large commercial and industrial properties. The
materials used by the repair and contracting firms are of similar size
and quality while the materials required for commercial work are
much larger and of higher quality.
2 Phone Interview, Plumbing Board, Commonwealth of Massachusetts.
3 Phone Interview, Small Business Administration, Commonwealth of
Massachusetts.
Due to the continual need for small repairs on residential and
small commercial structures, the repair group is the least volatile
segment of the industry. The contracting segment is more volatile
than the repair segment because of the cyclical nature of the
construction industry, but profits are greater when the demand for
new construction is high. In stagnant regional economies, contracting
and commercial companies survive by pursuing repair work.
However, because of the different nature of each group, it is difficult
for companies to pursue work in more than one area.
The following sections provide an overview of the forces which
shape each segment of the plumbing industry. These overviews are
intended to provide the background for the evaluation of the results
of the survey and the location analysis.
Repair Companies
To assure a steady supply of business, repair companies
develop a list of regular customers. Maintaining these customer
relationships is vital to the companies' success. Since it is impossible
to anticipate the type of repair that a customer will need, flexibility
is essential for the repair plumber. This requires that the plumber
maintain an inventory of parts and a well-stocked truck to minimize
visits to the supply house and maximize the time that is spent
servicing the customer. Additionally, communication is critical to
facilitate quick responses to customer requests for service. The need
to be available for repair work discourages the plumber from
pursuing more time-consuming contract work.
The costs of doing business are higher for the repair company
than for the other segments. One reason for this stems from the
need to have plumbers on staff to satisfy peak periods of demand.
During the periods of low demand, the repair plumber is idle. The
idle time that repair companies must absorb raises their labor costs.
Also, material costs for repair companies are higher because of the
small quantities of parts they buy for each job. Some companies
purchase materials that they use regularly in larger volumes and
maintain an inventory to lower their costs, but this practice has the
hidden cost of tying up working capital that can be utilized in other
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ways. Repair companies also have a higher ratio of trucks and
equipment to plumbers than either the contracting or industrial
companies. Repair companies typically provide a vehicle for every
plumber on staff. In addition, paging devices, cellular phones and
two-way radios are commonly used to maintain communication
between the plumber and the customer.
Contracting Companies
Contracting firms have needs that are different from repair
companies. Because competitive bidding is required for many of the
projects that contracting firms receive, they are better able to
manage the work load and control costs. The bidding process
requires that materials and labor be quantified prior to the start of
work. With a foreknowledge of how much time and materials are
required to finish a job, the contracting firm is able to predict the
specific number of plumbers required to do the job. This eliminates
the idle time that repair companies must absorb. Also, it is able to
purchase a large quantity of materials in one order which allows it to
shop around for the best price from several suppliers. The ability to
predict which materials will be needed also eliminates the cost of
maintaining an inventory of parts. This lowers the working capital
needed to operate the business.
When the amount of new construction decreases, many
contracting firms accept service calls to keep their staffs busy. This
can be problematic because the contracting firm will forsake repair
work for contracting work during periods of peak demand. This
prevents the firm from developing a customer list in preparation for
times when new construction is curtailed. When these companies do
engage in repair work, they must balance the time devoted to
contract work with the time devoted to repair work. This is difficult
to do since contract work usually must be completed within a set
period of time which does not allow for the interruptions caused by
repair calls.
Commercial Companies
Commercial firms, on the other hand, engage in a completely
different type of business. Typically, they work on larger plumbing
and mechanical systems that require greater skill and knowledge.
Commercial companies pursue new construction, renovation and
repair work for large commercial and industrial projects. All work,
including repair work, is on a contract basis. In order to complete
large projects and honor service maintenance contracts, these
companies are generally larger than either repair or contracting
firms. Like the contracting company, they are able to predict their
labor and material requirements which allows them to maintain a
low overhead.
Commercial companies are typically more established and have
better management and business practices than do repair or
contracting firms. Without better business practices, they would be
unable to compete in the commercial segment.
Of the three groups of the plumbing business, the repair and
the contracting companies are the most similar. They both work on
residential and small commercial structures. As a result, they use
similar skills and materials in their businesses. The commercial
firms are different in nature because of the different size, quality,
skills and materials that their work requires. Because of the size and
specialized nature of their work they would derive little benefit from
joining a buying cooperative. Repair and contracting companies, on
the other hand, have much to gain from joining a buying cooperative.
The potential to reduce overhead and increase efficiency is
significant for these companies. For this reason, this paper excludes
commercial firms from the analysis of the survey results and the
location analysis. From this point forward, the focus of this paper
will be on the repair and contracting companies.
INDUSTRY CHANGES
The plumbing industry is in a period of transition. Increased
competition, retail changes and plumber initiatives threaten the
future of many companies.
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Increased Competition
The ease with which a person can become a plumber has
increased the level of competition within the industry. With a
journeyman's license, a supply house charge account and a set of
tools, a plumber can begin a plumbing business. With over 11,000
journeymen and master plumbers in the Commonwealth of
Massachusetts, the plumbing industry is highly competitive which
results in small profit margins. 4  This was not always the situation.
Only 20 years ago, an aspiring plumber needed to have personal
connections to obtain an apprenticeship with a plumber. Although
archaic and clearly unfair, this system was successful in reducing
competition and maintaining higher profit margins.
Since any journeyman or master plumber can open a business
with little or no formal business training, pressure is exerted on
existing companies to maintain low prices. When starting up, new
plumbing companies have little experience upon which to base their
prices. This causes some plumbers to call their competition to set a
price for work that they have performed. By pricing their services in
this manner, the plumbers make the assumption that their costs of
business are the same as the company which provides the quote.
When this assumption proves to be false, the business will be in
danger of failing.
Retail Changes
In addition to competitive forces, recent changes in the
plumbing supply business are lowering the plumber's profit margins.
Less than 10 years ago, the consumer was unable to purchase
plumbing parts directly from wholesale supply houses. This forced
the consumer to buy through the plumber who then added a markup
to the products. The reasons for this mode of operation were
primarily that the wholesalers preferred to sell to a knowledgeable
customer, the plumber, and that the plumbers were reluctant to do
business with wholesalers who sold directly to the consumer.
4 Division of Registration Computer Services, Commonwealth of
Massachusetts, Licensed Plumber Data File, December, 1993.
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Plumbers were protective of their relationship with wholesalers
because they relied on the markup on materials to maintain their
profit margins without increasing their labor charges.
The plumbing supply business is now in a state of flux because
of the emergence of value-oriented retailers, also known as "big box
retailers." The traditional supply business prevented consumers
from buying materials at the best price. This situation provided a
niche for discount retailers to enter the market and provide
materials directly to the consumer. Retailers like Home Depot and
Home Quarters have undercut the plumber and the plumbing supply
wholesalers by selling materials at lower prices directly to the
consumer. Frequently, discount retailers sell materials at costs lower
than the plumber can buy them from wholesalers. This is due to the
selective merchandising and to the low overhead that allow discount
retailers to sell large volumes of materials.
Now that the consumer can buy materials at a much lower cost
than before, the plumber is being asked to install owner-supplied
materials and to only supply the lower cost accessory parts. As a
result, plumbers can no longer rely on the markups on materials to
subsidize their labor costs. At the same time, they are constrained
from raising their labor rates by heightened competition from within
the industry.
Plumber Initiatives
Plumbers with foresight as to the direction of the plumbing
industry are working hard to gain a market edge through improved
education and innovative business strategies. Those plumbers who
cling to the old ways of doing business may not be able to compete in
today's market.
Some companies are paying close attention to their overhead
and are providing incentive-based pay to encourage their plumbers
to work more efficiently. Fast and efficient service is their goal and a
premium is placed on customer satisfaction with fixed rate prices for
work and courteous service. These companies' practices are raising
the standards of service which will force other repair and contracting
businesses to follow their lead.
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Recognizing the need for increased business training to remain
competitive, some plumbers have joined associations which provide
business education. For example, Contractors 2000 is an organization
which provides regular seminars on business topics to its members
across the nation. The membership fees are $5000 annually to pay
for the development of training materials and seminars. 5
For a much lower cost, $525, a plumber can join the Plumbing
Heating and Cooling Contractors Association.6 The PHCC is a national
association which represents plumbers' concerns to all levels of
government. Its members participate in the revision of plumbing
codes and registration requirements by working with government
officials. In addition, the PHCC has developed education materials for
its members. Even though the PHCC plays a central role in the in the
development of the plumbing industry, its membership consists of
only 5% of the total plumbing businesses in the United States.
One example of an innovative business strategy is the Hallmark
Bath and Design Center in Peabody, Massachusetts, jointly owned and
operated by a wholesaler and 35 licensed plumbers. 7 Plumbers paid
$15,000 apiece as well as donated time and labor in the showroom
for the privilege of becoming a limited partner. Membership
benefits include access to a showroom and potential profits from
their investment. Whether the plumbers will see financial gains
remains to be seen, but these plumbers are content with the
knowledge that they are working towards a solution to their
problems.
THE PURCHASING COOPERATIVE
Because of the increasing competition and new supply patterns,
plumbers must look for new ways to do business. Better business
practices supported with the latest technology must be developed to
allow small plumbing businesses to survive by lowering their costs
and increasing their efficiency.
5 Phone interview, Membership board, Contractors 2000.
6 Phone interview, Membership board, PHCC.
7 Jim Olsztynski, "The Hallmark Partnership: Thirty-five Plumbers, One
Showroom" Plumbing and Mechanical, May 1989, 36-45.
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One solution to the problems that plumbers are facing is the
formation of a purchasing cooperative. A cooperative is an
organization that is controlled by member businesses and operated
on a not-for-profit basis. 8  Purchasing cooperatives engage in group
purchasing to enable businesses to reduce costs, better meet
competition and improve overall profitability. 9
In 1844, a cooperative in Rochdale, England was the first to
codify the business practices by which cooperatives should operate.
These business practices were based on the principles of democratic
control by member-users, limited dividends upon equity capital and
operations at cost. 10  Since that time, the success rates of
cooperatives have increased as these principles have been used to
form cooperatives worldwide.
The formation of purchasing cooperatives has a long history in
the United States. In 1752, Benjamin Franklin and his neighbors
formed the oldest operating cooperative in the nation to provide fire
insurance based on a principle of mutual aid. 11 Today, cooperatives,
like the Independent Pharmacy Cooperative, are being formed to
allow small independent businesses to compete with national
business franchises. 12
Plumbing Purchasing Cooperative
A purchasing cooperative organized by plumbing companies
could provide the services which they most desire. In addition to
negotiating lower costs for plumbing supplies, the cooperative could
provide educational opportunities and business services.
8 Marvin A.Schaars. Cooperatives, Principles and Practices (Madison:
University of Wisconsin, 1971).
9 "NCB, Group Purchasing Cooperatives" (Washington DC: National
Cooperative Bank, 1994).
10 Schaars, Cooperatives.
11 Jack and Connie McLanahan, Cooperative/Credit Union Dictionary and
Reference (Richmond: The Cooperative Alumni Association,Inc., Kentucky,
1990).
12 "IPC Demonstrates that Co-op Structure Helps Business," Cooperative
Business Journal January-February, 1992, 6-7.
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Business and educational seminars could be developed to
enhance the members' skills and satisfy state licensing requirements
for continuing education. A cooperative which provided computer
services would allow the plumbers to automate their dispatching,
customer lists and accounting. With better and more current
information on their actual cost of doing business, plumbers will be
able to adjust their prices to assure that they are making an
appropriate profit. 13
A plumbing supply delivery service could be developed that
would deliver parts directly to the location where the plumber is
working. This would allow the repair plumber to do more jobs in a
day by reducing the amount of time spent traveling to and waiting
for supplies at the supply house.
The resulting decrease in overhead and increase in business
skills combined with lower costs for plumbing supplies will allow the
members of the plumbing purchasing cooperative to gain a strong
advantage over their competitors.
This chapter has described the structure of the plumbing
industry and the changes within the industry. Poor business
education, increasing competition and the erosion of past markets
have placed the plumber in a difficult situation. A long-term
solution to these problems can be created through the formation of a
purchasing cooperative. For the remainder of the paper, any
references to cooperatives refer to plumbing purchasing
cooperatives. The focus of this paper will now turn to the
examination of the metropolitan Boston plumbing market and the
method for locating a cooperative.
13 Frank Blau, "Business Tips: Rags to Riches" Plumbing and Mechanical
Magazine April, 1994, 6.
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CHAPTER 2 - MARKET SURVEY
The first step in researching the feasibility of forming a
cooperative is to conduct a market survey to identify the
characteristics of the local plumbing businesses and to gauge their
level of interest in the formation of a cooperative. Using the results
of the survey to compare the characteristics of the businesses with
plumbers' reactions to the concept of a cooperative, a profile of the
companies that are most likely to join can be developed. Once the
profile of the target market has been identified, the preferences of
businesses fitting that profile can be used to identify the optimal
location for the cooperative.
MARKET SURVEY
The major goals of the survey were twofold: (1) to identify
those plumbing companies which would be most favorably disposed
to the formation of a cooperative supply house and (2) to study the
preferences of the plumbing companies. The questions were devised
to obtain information about the plumbing companies' general
characteristics and preferences as well as plumbers' opinions of the
cooperative. The results of the survey provided conclusions that
informed the location analysis.
Survey Method
The survey focused on the plumbers in the Boston region who
were listed in the telephone directory. All interviews were
conducted with the owners of the plumbing companies. The
interviews were administered by telephone in order to obtain the
highest response in the shortest amount of time. Telephone
interviews instead of written survey questionnaires had the added
benefit of personal contact which allowed the interviewer to obtain
better responses by eliminating misinterpretation of questions.
Another advantage to conducting interviews by telephone was that
the interviewee was able to respond in ways which could not be
anticipated by a form survey and thus provide additional
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information. Personal interviews would have provided the same
result, but they were not attempted because they are more time-
consuming for the plumbers whose time is always at a premium.
All surveys were conducted by a single interviewer, the author,
following the prepared survey format in Exhibit 2.0. The interviews
began with an explanation of the cooperative concept which was
followed by questions pertaining to the general characteristics and
locational preferences of the plumbing company. At the end of the
interview, the plumber was asked to summarize his comments on
the buying cooperative. The responses to the questions were entered
into a spreadsheet program to allow the responses to be summarized
and statistically analyzed.
Statistical Criteria
Statistical parameters dictated two aspects of the survey.
Meeting these objectives allowed inferences to be made from a
statistical analysis of the survey results.
The most important parameter was that the survey be a
random sample of plumbers. If this parameter were ignored, then
the results of the survey could be skewed yielding unreliable
conclusions. To assure that the survey was random, it was decided
that the interviewees should be from as many different cities and
towns in the metropolitan Boston area as possible. Additionally,
plumbers would be called in the order they appeared in the
telephone directory to prevent unconscious preselection.
Given the varied nature of plumbing establishments and the
lack of previous research, it was determined that a minimum of
thirty (30) interviews would be necessary in order to increase the
accuracy of statistical inferences made from the survey results. The
requirement for thirty interviews is based on the degrees of freedom
which determines probabilities used in statistics. Once a sample size
of thirty has been reached, the probabilities used to make the
statistical inferences change very little. Therefore, due to time
constraints, the minimum amount of interviews that was statistically
required was used for this study.
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When the plumbers who responded are categorized by the type
of work which comprises a majority of their business, 60% were
repair, 30% were contracting and 10% were commercial companies.
Plumbers from 25 cities were interviewed.
Survey Form
The survey form concentrated on eliciting three categories of
information from the plumbers: their general business
characteristics, their locational preferences and their opinions of
purchasing cooperatives for the plumbing industry. The information
generated from the survey was used in a statistical analysis to
determine the relationships among these three categories of
information. See Exhibit 2.0 for the survey form.
Questions on business characteristics can be divided into three
sub-categories: general, business volume and supply purchases.
These questions sought to obtain information on the expenses and
revenues of the plumbing companies to determine if these related to
a company's opinion of the cooperative. The general information
included the age, size and business break down of the company. The
volume of business was indicated by the number of regular
customers and the number of calls for repair service received daily.
The value of supply purchases was ascertained by the amount of
inventory in storage and on the vehicles as well as the average
monthly supply costs and number of visits to the supply house.
Two problems became evident during the administration of the
survey. Some questions did not apply equally to each segment of the
industry. For example, several contracting companies were unable to
provide the number of their regular customers because repeat
business is infrequent. Other questions required the plumbers to
respond to questions for which they may not have had accurate
answers. For instance, few plumbers take an inventory of the
materials stocked on their trucks on a regular basis. As a result, the
response to this question was likely to be an estimate.
The locational preference of the business was determined by
asking plumbers whether they preferred to be located near their
customers or their home. 80% of the respondents preferred to be
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located near their customers. The answers to this question allowed
further analysis decisions to be made based on the location of the
plumbers' customers rather than the plumbers' residences. This
information helped to define an order of importance for evaluating
the results of the market and accessibility analyses.
The survey elicited the plumbers' reaction to the idea of a
buying cooperative. This question was asked to determine whether
companies with favorable opinions had similar qualities. If a
common characteristic or operational trait could be identified, then
companies exhibiting those qualities could be given preference in the
location of the cooperative.
During the tabulation of the survey responses, some reactions
to the cooperative idea required interpretation in order for them to
be categorized as either favorable or unfavorable. Those plumbers
who thought the concept had merit, but faced difficulties in
implementation were considered favorable responses. Those
plumbers who thought the idea would not work because of the
difficulties in implementation were considered unfavorable
responses. Using this criteria, 66.6% of the respondents had
favorable opinions and 33.3% had unfavorable opinions.
SURVEY RESPONSE ANALYSIS
The survey responses were summarized using statistical
measures and regression analysis. The calculation of summary
statistics was a useful first step in analyzing the data. This allowed a
quick set of preliminary relationships to be made which were tested
with a linear regression analysis. The summary statistics for the
survey responses are presented in Table 2.2. The conclusions drawn
from the survey responses helped guide the analyses in chapters 3
and 4.
Potential Members
The data was first analyzed to determine if plumbing
companies with favorable opinions shared other qualities or ideas
which would allow a target market to be identified.
The first column of statistics, in Table 2.2, shows that if repair
and contracting company responses are separated, repair companies
provided a higher percentage (78%) of favorable responses than did
contracting companies (50%). The percentages for business break
down show a similar result. To determine whether a statistically
significant relationship exists between a company's opinion of the
cooperative and the type of work in which a company engages, a
linear regression analysis was performed.
The dependent variable was the favorability of the plumbers'
reactions. To construct the data set for favorability, the contractors'
responses were categorized as either positive or negative. Positive
responses were assigned a value of "1" and negative responses were
assigned a value of "0." As was noted earlier, the responses required
some interpretation when assigning values. Table 2.1 provides a list
of the responses with the corresponding value which was assigned to
the responses. When interpreted in this manner, the survey resulted
in 20 positive responses and 10 negative responses.
The linear regression analysis with the highest explanatory
value attained an adjusted R-square of 0.52. The independent
variables were the locational preference, the percentage of
contracting work and the age of the company. Table 2.3 provides the
results of the regression analysis. Both the locational preference and
the percentage of contracting proved to be statistically significant
with coefficients of 0.760 and -0.667 and with t-statistics of 5.56 and
-2.18 respectively. The variable for age of the business could not be
considered significant because its t-statistic was less than an absolute
value of 2.0.
Table 2.3 - Favorability Regression
Indep. Variable Coefficient t-statistic
Y-Intercept 0.425 2.472 R2 = 0.575
Location Preference 0.760 5.565 Adjusted R2 = 0.526
% Contracting -0.667 -2.180
Age of Company -0.003 -1.482
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Table 2.1 - Favorability Interpretation
City
Canton
Stoughton
Needham
Melrose
Burlington
Yarmouth
Everett
Topsfield
Watertown
Boston Area
Winchester
Norwood
Stoneham
Winchester
Boston
Scituate
Hingham
Cambridge
Lexington
Brookline
Norwood
Gloucester
Watertown
Roslindale
Malden
Melrose
Waltham
Chelsea
Lexington
Woburn
Favorability
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
Response
Good Idea
Good Idea
Good Idea
Good Idea
Good Idea
Good Idea
Good Idea,
Good Idea,
Good Idea,
Good Idea,
Good Idea,
Good Idea,
Good Idea,
Good Idea,
Good Idea,
Good Idea,
Good Idea,
Good Idea,
Good Idea,
Good Idea,
Bad Idea
Bad Idea
Bad Idea
Bad Idea
Bad idea
Bad Idea
Bad Idea because of problems
Bad Idea because of problems
Bad Idea because of problems
Undecided
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faces
faces
faces
faces
faces
faces
faces
faces
faces
faces
faces
faces
faces
faces
implementation
implementation
implementation
implementation
implementation
implementation
implementation
implementation
implementation
implementation
implementation
implementation
implementation
implementation
problems
problems
problems
problems
problems
problems
problems
problems
problems
problems
problems
problems
problems
problems
Rather than finding a positive association between favorable
opinions and repair work, the analysis shows that a negative
association exists between favorable opinions and the amount of
contracting work a company pursues. This could be explained by the
predictable nature of contracting work which allows the plumber to
gauge material and labor costs and work more efficiently without the
help of a cooperative.
The regression analysis indicates that a strong relationship
exists between plumbers' locational preference and their opinion of
the cooperative. This relationship is also evident from the summary
statistics which show that 95% of the companies with favorable
responses preferred a location closer to their customers, as opposed
to 30% for companies with unfavorable responses.
The results of this regression analysis have important
implications for the location of the cooperative. When choosing a
location for the cooperative, close attention should be paid to the
composition of the membership as it grows to assure that their
locational preferences are satisfied by the cooperative. The results of
the survey indicate that the smaller the amount of contracting work;
and thus, the greater amount of repair work, the more favorable the
plumbing company. Given that the repair companies will represent a
greater share of the membership, preference should be given to their
needs before the needs of contracting firms.
Service Radii
There is a two mile difference between the average service
radius of repair companies and contracting companies. The average
maximum service radii show an even greater disparity of twelve
miles. These differences in service radii support the premise that
the contracting companies are willing to travel further for work than
are repair companies.
A second regression analysis was conducted to confirm
whether a relationship exists between the service radius and the
type of work a business pursues. The regression was calculated
using both the average service radius and the maximum service
radius as the dependent variables. The service radius did not yield
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any strong relationships. The regression analysis using the
maximum service radius as the dependent variable indicated a
strong negative association with the amount of repair work a
company performs. Table 2.4 provides the results of the regression
analysis. Although the adjusted R-square is only 0.26, it is
reasonable for a single variable regression. The coefficient for the
amount of service work was -30.334 with a t-statistic of -3.36.
Table 2.4 - Maximum Service Radius Regression
Indep. Variable Coefficient t-statistic
Y-Intercept 45.638 7.983 R2 = 0.287
% Service -30.334 -3.360 Adjusted R 2 = 0.262
The regression confirms that repair companies are reluctant to
travel long distances to make a service call. This result complements
the conclusion reached earlier that the cooperative should be located
to satisfy the needs of the repair companies. Because of the
preference for short service radii, the cooperative should be located
as close to the customers of the repair companies as is possible.
In this chapter, a market survey was conducted as the first
stage in the location analysis. The insights gained from the survey
analysis have important implications for the market and accessibility
analyses in chapters 3 and 4. Notable findings include: (1) the
plumbing companies with favorable opinions of the cooperative
prefer to be located near their customers. Therefore, information on
the location of the plumbers business and customers will be given
greater importance than the information on their residences. (2)
Contracting firms' opinions of the cooperative are less favorable than
repair companies. Consequently, the cooperative should be located to
favor the preferences of the repair companies. (3) Repair companies
prefer to travel short distances. The location of the cooperative
should be easily accessible and closer to the location of old houses
than new house construction.
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EXHIBIT 2.0: Plumber Survey Form
Description of the Purchasing Cooperative:
A cooperative is a not-for-profit organization that seeks to lower the operating
costs of its members through group purchasing. Additionally, the cooperative
can provide services specifically tailored to the plumber's needs. These
services might include small order parts delivery, 24-hour access to supplies
and computing services. The cooperative facility could have a showroom, a
plan room and conference facilities. The goal of the cooperative would be to
enable its members to improve their skills, lower their costs and increase their
efficiency.
1. Business Name and City: (obtained from telephone directory)
2. Based on the explanation of the buying cooperative concept,
what is your opinion of the idea?
3. What is the age of your company?
4. How many plumbers work in your company?
5. How many office staff?
6. How many trucks do you use for business?
7. How many regular customers do you have on file?
8. On average, how many calls for service do you receive each day?
9. How would you break down the type of work your company
does between REPAIR, CONTRACTING, and COMMERCIAL work?
10. On average, what is value of the plumbing materials, not
equipment, that your company uses each month?
11. What is the value of the plumbing materials that your business
has in its inventory? and on each truck?
12. How many visits to the supply house does each plumber make
each day?
13. What is the average service radius for 80% of your calls?
14. On average, what is the maximum distance you will travel for a
service call?
15. Given a choice between locating your business close to your
customers or your residence, which would you choose?
16. Can you summarize your comments on the buying cooperative
concept?
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TABLE 2.2: Summary Statistics of Survey Responses
Opinion of
Cooperative
Locational
Preference
1. ALL RESPONSES
Favorable
Unfavor.
67%
33%
Customer
Residence
2. REPAIR COMPANIES
Favorable
Unfavor.
78%
22%
Customer 72%
Residence 28%
3. CONTRACTING COMPANIES
Favorable
Unfavor.
50%
50%
Customer
Residence
4. FAVORABLE RESPONSES
Favorable
Unfavor.
100%
0%
Customer
Residence
5. UNFAVORABLE RESPONSES
Favorable
Unfavor.
0%
100%
Customer
Residence
27
73%
27%
75%
25%
95%
5%
30%
70%
Summary Statistics of Survey Responses (cont'd)
Business Breakdown Age of Service
Service ContractiIndust. Comp. Radius
Ave. Max.
1. ALL RESPONSES
Median 68% 25% 0% 22.5 10.0 25.0
Mean 57% 31% 12% 29.5 12.0 28.3
Std. Dev. 27% 21% 25% 24.6 8.4 15.6
2. REPAIR COMPANIES
Median 75% 23% 0% 20.0 8.0 22.5
Mean 76% 21% 2% 28.1 11.1 23.5
Std. Dev. 11% 11% 4% 24.5 9.4 13.0
3. CONTRACTING COMPANIES
Median 32% 50% 10% 23.5 13.0 35.0
Mean 29% 44% 27% 31.5 13.4 35.4
Std. Dev. 17% 24% 35% 25.8 6.7 16.8
4. FAVORABLE RESPONSES
Median 70% 23% 0% 22.5 10.0 25.0
Mean 61% 28% 11% 27.4 10.2 25.4
Std. Dev. 26% 20% 25% 23.4 8.1 14.7
5. UNFAVORABLE RESPONSES
Median 48% 37% 0% 22.0 17.5 30.0
Mean 49% 36% 14% 33.7 15.8 34.0
Std. Dev. 30% 22% 26% 27.8 8.1 16.5
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TABLE 2.2:
TABLE 2.2: Summary Statistics of Survey Responses (cont'd)
# of # of # of
Office PlumbeiTrucks
Staff
1. ALL RESPONSES
Median 1.00 3.00 3.00
Mean 1.48 4.35 3.87
Std. Dev. 2.14 3.36 3.69
Trips
for
Supply
1.00
1.55
1.68
2. REPAIR COMPANIES
Median 0.50 3.00 3.00 1.00
Mean 1.56 3.64 3.17 1.64
Std. Dev. 2.68 2.97 2.55 1.36
3. CONTRACTING COMPANIES
Median 1.00 4.50
Mean 1.38 5.42
Std. Dev. 0.98 3.75
4. FAVORABLE RESPONSES
Median 1.00 3.50
Mean 1.78 4.73
Std. Dev. 2.48 3.73
3.50
4.92
4.89
3.00
4.40
4.32
1.00
1.40
2.13
1.00
1.68
1.84
5. UNFAVORABLE RESPONSES
Median 0.50 3.00 3.00 1.00
Mean 0.90 3.60 2.80 1.27
Std. Dev. 1.10 2.46 1.62 1.34
Monthly
Parts
Usage
$9,000
$11,911
$11,652
$6,750
$11,250
$14,331
$12,250
$12,792
$7,190
$7,750
$13,028
$13,870
$10,750
$9,900
$6,077
Inventory
Stored
$11,250
$36,854
$99,984
$18,000
$20,000
$18,843
$5,500
$56,773
$147,516
$20,000
$47,529
$117,876
$4,000
$10,929
$12,716
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Truck
$2,000
$3,804
$3,256
$3,000
$3,647
$3,218
$2,000
$4,040
$3,471
$3,250
$3,944
$3,335
$2,000
$3,556
$3,292
CHAPTER 3 - MARKET ANALYSIS
The goal of this chapter is to add to the information elicited
from the telephone interviews by analyzing data collected from
publicly available sources on the location of the plumbers, their
customers and their suppliers. The data on these three participants
in the plumbing industry will first be evaluated by calculating the
proportionate regional share that a city contains of each of five
aspects of the plumbing industry. Once this analysis has been
completed, each city's proportion of the regional whole will be
mapped using GIS to enhance the understanding of the study's
results. A city's proportionate regional share will be referred to as
the "city share."
GEOGRAPHIC CONSIDERATIONS
An important part of a location analysis is the delineation of
the region to be studied. An area that is too small will not account
for influences of the surrounding areas. For the Boston area, the
strategy was to include all cities which were within the area
circumscribed by Interstate 1-495. For this reason, the study
included the five counties in the Boston region and parts of
Worchester and Bristol counties. It should be noted that the results
of the location analysis are only applicable to the Boston area. If the
decision were made to locate a cooperative near a city on the
perimeter such as Lowell, for example, the study would need to
include other cities which affect Lowell's local economy.
The study analyzes the plumbing industry within the
metropolitan Boston area at the city level. A more detailed level of
analysis was considered to be unnecessary because the goal of this
location analysis is to identify the general area in which to locate the
cooperative. Once a general area is identified, other considerations
dictate identification of the specific location. For example, zoning
constraints, access to roads, price and land availability will strongly
influence the final site selection within a city.
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A second reason for choosing to break the region down by city
was driven by the data sources. With the exception of the data
sources for plumber residences and building permits, the data sets
are small and result in many cities without any elements. A more
discrete level of analysis would have yielded many more geographic
subdivisions without elements in them. As a result, a finer level of
detail would only have complicated the analysis without providing a
commensurate level of accuracy.
DATA SOURCES
The market and accessibility analyses were conducted using
data obtained from public databases rather than the telephone
survey. The data sets were collected to model the location of five
different aspects of the plumbing industry: customers requesting
plumbing repairs, customers building new houses, plumbing
company locations, plumbers' homes and plumbing wholesale
companies. These aspects of the industry were chosen because they
represent the principal influences on the plumbing company.
The data for old housing was collected to determine the
location of the repair company's customer base. Building permit data
identified the communities where contracting companies have the
greatest opportunity. The location of plumbing businesses and
plumbers' homes was used to identify their relationship with other
parts of the industry. Data on the plumbing wholesale companies
provided information on the existing locational patterns of the
cooperative's potential competition. Once the data was collected, it
was sorted according to the city where the businesses or residences
were located.
Old Houses
A major portion of the repair companies' business is comprised
of repairing residential buildings. Since older houses require more
repair than newer houses, areas where old houses are concentrated
will provide a strong source of business for plumbers and should be
desirable locations for the cooperative. The U. S. Bureau of the
Census surveys a sample of the nation's population with a long form
questionnaire which includes questions about the type of housing in
which the respondent lives. From this survey, the quantity of houses
with certain features can be estimated. One of the questions asks the
respondents to specify within a range of years when the houses they
are living in were built. Using this information, the U.S. Bureau of
the Census is able to provide estimates of the age of the nation's
housing stock. 14
One limitation of this data source is that estimates are not
provided for cities below a population of 10,000. Due to the
limitations of statistical techniques, the Bureau of the Census is only
able to estimate this information for places with populations above
10,000 people. The reason for this stems from the fact that the data
is estimated from a sample of the population which prevents
statistically reliable estimates from being calculated for towns with a
population of fewer than 10,000. As a result, several cities in the
study do not have values associated with them. However, since cities
with fewer than 10,000 people are unlikely to be more desirable for
the cooperative than areas of higher density and more potential
customers, this limitation should have only a minimal impact on the
results of the study.
With respect to the potential market for the repair plumbers, it
was assumed that houses over 25 years of age would need regular
maintenance. Data from the Census on the quantity of housing built
before 1970 in cities of 10,000 people or more was used to calculate
the regional proportion of old houses in each city. 15
New Houses
The majority of contracting plumbers' business involves new
housing. Information on the amount of new construction in a city
can be gained from the number of building permits that have been
issued. In addition to the decennial census, the U. S. Bureau of the
Census also collects and publishes statistics on the issuance of
14 U. S. Bureau of the Census, "Census '90 Basics" (Washington, DC: U.S.
Government Printing Office, 1990).
15 U.S. Bureau of the Census, 1990 Census "Massachusetts - Summary Tape
File 3A," Housing Table H25, Summary Level 160, CD-ROM, 1993.
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building permits for residential units. This information is published
in the "Current Construction Reports - Housing Units Authorized by
Building Permits" and is detailed on a city-by-city basis. 16
Building permits issued during the five-year period extending
from January 1989 to December 1993 were considered for this
study. The five-year period was believed to be appropriate because
it was neither too long nor too short. A short period of time might
misrepresent a community that had an unusually high or low amount
of recent building activity. A longer period of time might yield a
result that is more representative of the past than the present. Thus,
the five-year time period was selected to average out any short-term
irregularities while avoiding any undue influence from the past.
Data for 1994 was unavailable at the time of this study.
Plumbing Businesses
The data set on plumbing businesses was collected from the
Dun & Bradstreet Business database using the Market Place
marketing software. This database contains information on over six
million businesses nationwide. 17 Using the Standard Industrial Code
for plumbing contractors, a list of businesses which the buying
cooperative hopes to serve was created. By organizing the
information by the number of employees, the type of business, and
the annual revenues this database allows the researcher to be
selective regarding the businesses included in the study.
From the telephone survey, it was apparent that large
plumbing companies would not be interested in joining a buying
cooperative. For this reason, only companies with 1 to 25 employees
were selected from the database for use in the study. Because the
database uses set ranges to categorize businesses, it was not possible
to specify a narrower range for the number of employees. Even
though a range of 1 to 25 employees was used, the average number
16 U.S. Bureau of the Census, "Current Construction Reports: Housing Units
Authorized by Building Permits-Annual 1990" (Washington, DC: U.S.
Government Printing Office, 1991).
17 Market Place Business Software, CD-ROM, Lotus Software, Cambridge, MA,
1994.
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of employees for the group of businesses included in the study was
five. This is well within the size range of businesses that the
cooperative intends to serve.
Plumber Residences
The data set for the addresses for the plumbers' homes is the
most comprehensive and therefore the most reliable. The address
list for current holders of plumbing licenses, as compiled by the
Massachusetts Plumbing Registration Board, was obtained from the
Massachusetts Plumbing Heating and Cooling Contractors Association.
This list is comprised of over 11,000 names from across the state.
The data set for licensed plumbers living within the Boston area
included almost 7,000 plumbers. The location of plumbers'
residences was needed to provide an understanding of the
relationship between location of the businesses and residences.
Plumbing Wholesalers
The list of plumbing wholesalers was also obtained from the
Dun & Bradstreet Business database. The database is organized
according to the Standard Industrial Code numbers. This allowed
those businesses which specifically sell plumbing supplies to be
identified for inclusion in this study. Since plumbing wholesale
companies are the cooperative's competition, it was important to
understand where the greatest concentrations of wholesalers occur.
This would allow the cooperative to locate in an area where the
fewest number of wholesale companies exist and thereby avoid
unnecessary competition.
CITY SHARES
Once data on each of the participants was collected, totals for
each city were determined throughout the Boston region. This
allowed the share of each element (i.e. plumbing companies, plumber
residences, old houses, new houses and wholesale companies) within
a city to be calculated as a proportion of the region's total and used
as the basis for comparing the importance of each city. The resulting
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city shares were mapped with a GIS to provide a better
understanding of their spatial relationships within the Boston area.
Calculation of City Shares
For each aspect of the plumbing industry, the city share was
calculated as a proportion of the amount of an element in each city
relative to the region. The following formula was used:
wi =--i
Xtotal
where: wi = city share of regional total of an element
xi= quantity of element within city "i"
Xtotal = total quantity of elements within the region
By calculating the shares of activity for each city, those cities
which have the greatest concentration of activity were identified as
the most desirable locations for a cooperative. The city shares for
the top forty cities are listed in Tables 3.1 through 3.5 at the end of
the chapter. Each of these tables has a corresponding Location Map
with the same number.
The results listed in Tables 3.1 through 3.5 foreshadow the
results of the GIS analysis. The survey of the top forty cities ranked
according to the city share for Old Housing Stock, Plumbing
Companies, Plumber Residences and Plumbing Wholesale Companies
yields remarkably similar information. In each of these categories,
Boston dominates the region followed by the oldest cities in the
region.
The top forty cities in the Building Permit category listed in
Table 3.2 are different from those cities in the other four categories.
Although Boston holds the top spot, Franklin is a close second. Also
notable is the absence of many of the central cities in the top ten
positions. A correlation analysis of the five sets of city shares
confirms the dissimilarity of the Building Permit shares from the
other categories. Correlation coefficients between 0.855 and 0.917
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exist between the first four categories, while building permit shares
have a much lower degree of correlation with the other categories
with coefficients between 0.335 and 0.453.
The discrepancy between the location where new construction
exists and the location of old houses complicates the selection of a
city for the cooperative. Since the locations for new construction and
old houses are not the same, it will be difficult to locate the
cooperative in a location that is convenient for both the repair and
contracting companies. If the decision were made to serve
contracting firms, the city share analysis would indicate that the
cooperative should be located somewhere along interstate 1-495 in a
city that is under served by the existing locations of wholesale
companies. However, since the market survey from chapter 2
indicates that the repair contractor has a more favorable opinion of
the cooperative, the selection of a site should be closer to the location
of old houses than areas of new construction.
GIS MAPPING
With the emergence of GIS, business data that has traditionally
been viewed in tabular form can be given a spatial dimension. This
allows geographic relationships to be identified which might
otherwise have been missed. 18 The city shares for each aspect of the
industry have been classified and mapped to provide the first look at
the structure of the Boston area plumbing market.
Data Classification
An important part of mapping is the classification of data into
categories that are representative of the distribution of values within
the data set. If this is not done properly, then the resulting map will
provide a distorted image of the facts. 19
This study used an equal-interval method of data classification
to determine the classes of data. This approach subtracts the lowest
18 Gilbert H. Castle, III, ed. Profiting From a Geographic Information System
(Fort Collins: GIS World, Inc., 1993), 23-54.
19 Mark S. Monmonier, How To Lie with Maps (Chicago: University of
Chicago Press, 1991), Chapter 9.
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value in the set from the largest value in the set and divides the
remainder by the number of classes that the researcher chooses.
The classification of city share values was complicated by
Boston's dominance in several categories. When an equal-interval
method of data classification was used, all the data values occurred
in either the top or bottom category. To adjust for this, Boston was
put into a separate category and the remaining values were divided
into four equal intervals. Using this method, 85% of the values were
in the lowest class with the remaining 15% occurring in the other
four classes. Classifying the data in this manner had the benefit of
identifying the top cities in each category without inundating the
map with the marginal cities that occur in the lowest class.
GIS Results
The information on the plumbing industry was mapped
according to each city's share of the region's total utilizing the
method of data classification described above. As was anticipated,
the Location Maps for Old Houses, Plumbers Residences, Plumbing
Businesses and Wholesale companies are similar. Boston dominates
the region and the older towns of Cambridge, Somerville, Quincy,
Lowell, Lynn and Brockton show notable concentrations of activity.
Also, growth to the north of the city is stronger than it is to the
south, with the lowest amount of activity occurring to the west.
The Location Map 3.1 shows the concentrations of old housing
to be located tightly around the central cores of the older cities in the
region. In addition to Boston, Brockton, Lawrence, Lowell, Lynn and
Quincy have high concentrations of old houses. The fact the greatest
concentrations of old houses occur around the older cities makes
sense not only because they are more established, but also because
of the greater densities in these cities. The concentrations of old
houses have a north and south orientation. Old housing seems to be
more prevalent to the north followed by communities to the south.
Location Map 3.3 indicates high levels of plumbing businesses
in Boston, Quincy, Lowell and Haverhill with much lower densities in
the suburbs. The concentration of plumbing businesses corresponds
closely to the locations of old houses except that their distribution
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around the Boston region seems to be more uniform than the
distribution of old houses. Compared to Location Map 3.1, the
location of plumbing companies are dispersed farther to the north
and south although in relatively lower concentrations.
Plumber residences, shown in Location Map 3.4 are more
dispersed than either old houses or plumbing companies.
Concentrations of plumber residences are the greatest to the north of
Boston followed by cities to the south. The dispersed pattern of
settlement appears to be related to the location of both plumbing
businesses and old houses. This conclusion is drawn from the fact
that Location Map 3.4 includes many of the cities in Location Maps
3.1 and 3.3, and the cities with the greatest concentration of plumber
residences correspond to cities where Location Maps 3.1 and 3.3
coincide. This seems to indicate that while plumber prefer to locate
their businesses closer to their customers, they also tend to live near
their customers.
Plumbing wholesale companies (refer to Location Map 3.5) are
the least dispersed category of data. Once again the locations for
wholesale companies are centered around Boston. Concentrations of
wholesale companies occur in fewer cities than the other categories
of data. The cities where the greatest concentration of wholesale
companies exist are along route 128. This may be due to the need
for accessibility. When selecting a location for a cooperative, cities
with high concentrations of wholesalers should be avoided to
minimize competitive pressure.
The Location Map 3.2 for Building Permits shows a completely
different story. Most of the new construction activity is occurring
away from the core of the region. As was noted in the review of the
data sets, Franklin competes with Boston for the city with the
greatest share of new construction. This map clearly shows a dearth
of new residential construction around Boston while the cities to the
north around Lowell and the cities to the south near Franklin and
Mansfield show a greater amount of new residential construction.
Map 3.2 illustrates the trend towards the decentralization of the
urban areas. As the suburbs become more heavily developed, the
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center of the region will lose its dominance while perimeter locations
will become more important.
During the interview process, many plumbers noted that a
location inside the Boston city limits would be undesirable from an
accessibility perspective. Boston traffic would reduce the
convenience of the cooperative. This insight, combined with the
greater number of wholesale companies and the high cost of real
estate, led to the elimination of Boston from consideration for the
location of a cooperative.
Once Boston is eliminated from consideration, the cities to the
north of Boston have the greatest concentration of activity. After the
cities to the north, concentrations of activity are shown to the south
of Boston closer to the waterfront. The maps indicate a low level of
activity for the areas to the west of Boston. Based on the
concentration of activity on these four maps, (3.1, 3.3 to 3.5) a
location to the north of the city should be most desirable followed by
a location to the south.
The significance of the differences between new and old
settlement patterns must be emphasized. Because of the discrepancy
between the locations of new and old houses, it is difficult to select a
city for the cooperative based on this information alone. For this
reason, the market survey was useful in making a choice between
settlement patterns. Had the market survey indicated that the
contracting firms have a more positive attitude than the repair
companies, then the location for the cooperative would be located
based on the concentration of new residential construction. The
survey showed the opposite; that repair companies have a more
positive opinion of the cooperative. This has caused the
concentration of old houses (i.e.-the repair plumbers' customers) to
be used to identify areas where the cooperative should be located.
Without the information gained from the survey, there would be no
basis for locating the cooperative closer to old houses rather than
new houses.
Conclusions
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The maps provide a clear picture of how the industry is
organized. The location of established plumbing businesses closely
matches the location of existing development. The new settlement
patterns do not match past patterns of development. With this
information, the decision about where to locate a cooperative is
difficult to make. When selecting among several locations with
similar shading that are adjacent to each other, some other criteria
must be added to help make the selection. In Chapter 4, a
transportation accessibility calculation provides additional
information for use in selecting a city in which to locate the buying
cooperative.
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TABLE 3.1: City Share Rank for Old Houses
RankCITY
BOSTON
CAMBRIDGE
LOWELL
SOMERVILLE
LYNN
QUINCY
BROCKTON
NEWTON
BROOKLINE
LAWRENCE
MEDFORD
FRAMINGHAM
MALDEN
WALTHAM
ARLINGTON
WEYMOUTH
HAVERHILL
PEABODY
EVERETT
1
City Share
0.2240
0.03 69
0.03 13
0.030 1
0.0299
0.029 8
0 .028 7
0.0284
0 .023 0
0.0224
0.0205
0.0194
0.0192
0.0186
0.0184
0.0169
0.0160
0.0150
0.0146
0.0145
0.0138
0.0132
0.0123
0.0116
0.0112
0 -0 104
0.0103
0. 009 8
0.0095
0.0092
0.0092
0.0091
0.009 1
0.008 5
0 .008 5
0. 00 84
0.0083
0.008 1
0.0080
0 .0075
SALEM
REVERE
WATERTOWN
BEVERLY
GLOUCESTER
WOBURN
MELROSE
BRAINTREE
BELMONT
NORWOOD
LEXINGTON
CHELSEA
NEEDHAM
MARLBOROUGH
WAKEFIELD
CHELMSFORD
MILTON
WELLESLEY
MARBLEHEAD
DEDHAM
DANVERS
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TABLE 3.2: City Share Rank for New Houses
Rank
1
2
3
4
CITY
BOSTON
FRANKLIN
HAVERHILL
MANSFIELD
PLYMOUTH
DRACUT
ANDOVER
QUINCY
BRIDGEWATER
CANTON
TEWKSBURY
WALPOLE
WILMINGTON
MARLBOROUGH
NORTON
WALTHAM
BILLERICA
METHUEN
PEABODY
LOWELL
MARSHFIELD
EASTON
GROTON
KINGSTON
DUXBURY
MEDWAY
PEMBROKE
MIDDLEBOROUGH
HOPKINTON
BOXFORD
WEYMOUTH
ACTON
FOXBOROUGH
LEXINGTON
WRENTHAM
SHARON
AMESBURY
LITTLETON
TYNGSBOROUGH
READING
9
10
1 1
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
3 1
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
42
City Share
0.036 1
0.033 1
0.028 2
0.0249
0.0243
0.023 5
0.0200
0.0190
0.0190
0.0184
0.0182
0.0173
0.0170
0.0166
0 .0 145
0.0142
0.0138
0.0 129
0.0127
0.0127
0.0127
0.0118
0.0117
0.0115
0.0114
0.0113
0.0109
0.0108
0.0107
0.0 105
0.0102
0.0100
0. 009 6
0.0096
0.0090
0.00 8 5
0.0084
0.0082
0.00 8 2
0 .008 1
TABLE 3.3: City Share Rank for Plumbing Businesses
CITY
BOSTON
QUINCY
HAVERHILL
LOWELL
CAMBRIDGE
WALTHAM
LAWRENCE
LYNN
ROCKLAND
STOUGHTON
SOMERVILLE
NEWTON
GLOUCESTER
MIDDLEBOROUGH
NORWOOD
HINGHAM
MALDEN
CANTON
BRAINTREE
PEABODY
READING
MELROSE
BEVERLY
BROCKTON
WAKEFIELD
DANVERS
EVERETT
HANOVER
REVERE
SAUGUS
NATICK
RANDOLPH
WOBURN
ARLINGTON
FRANKLIN
MEDFORD
SALEM
WATERTOWN
BROOKLINE
NORWELL
Rank
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
1 1
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
43
City Share
0.1009
0.0474
0.0218
0.0203
0.020 1
0.0188
0.0182
0.0 169
0.0 167
0.0 167
0.0165
0.0150
0.0 142
0 .0 142
0.0138
0.0136
0.0133
0.0131
0.0125
0.0 123
0.0119
0.0114
0.0112
0.0110
0.0110
0.0108
0.0108
0.0108
0.0108
0 .0 108
0 .0104
0 .0 104
0 .0 104
0.0097
0 .0097
0.0097
0.0097
0.0097
0 .0095
0.0095
TABLE 3.4: City Share Rank for Plumber Residences
CITY
BOSTON
QUINCY
LYNN
BROCKTON
WALTHAM
MALDEN
MEDFORD
PEABODY
WOBURN
SAUGUS
SOMERVILLE
BRAINTREE
MELROSE
STOUGHTON
BEVERLY
EVERETT
ARLINGTON
BILLERICA
PLYMOUTH
REVERE
NATICK
RANDOLPH
WAKEFIELD
TEWKSBURY
STONEHAM
NORWOOD
DEDHAM
HAVERHILL
DRACUT
DANVERS
WATERTOWN
FRANKLIN
METHUEN
FRAMINGHAM
WALPOLE
SALEM
GLOUCESTER
MILTON
ROCKLAND
LAWRENCE
Rank
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
1 1
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
3 1
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
44
City Share
0.098 1
0 .0400
0.0257
0.0211
0.0189
0.0181
0.0162
0.0 162
0.0161
0.0153
0 .0 148
0 .0 143
0 .0 143
0.0137
0.0135
0.0132
0.0129
0.0123
0.0121
0.0120
0.0118
0.0115
0.0113
0.0112
0.0110
0.0107
0.0105
0.0102
0.0096
0 .0094
0.0094
0 .0093
0.009 3
0.0091
0 .009 1
0 .00 88
0 .0087
0.0085
0 .008 2
0 .0079
TABLE 3.5: City Share Rank for Plumbing Wholesale Companies
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CITY
BOSTON
CAMBRIDGE
WOBURN
LYNN
QUINCY
WAKEFIELD
WATERTOWN
LOWELL
NORWOOD
RANDOLPH
BROCKTON
CANTON
FRANKLIN
HAVERHILL
MEDFORD
NEWTON
SOMERVILLE
STOUGHTON
WALTHAM
ARLINGTON
BEVERLY
BILLERICA
BRAINTREE
BURLINGTON
CHELSEA
DEDHAM
EVERETT
GLOUCESTER
IPSWICH
MALDEN
MIDDLEBOROUGH
NORTH ANDOVER
PEABODY
READING
REVERE
STONEHAM
SUDBURY
WAREHAM
WESTWOOD
ABINGTON
Rank
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
1 1
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
City Share
0.1250
0.0438
0.0375
0.0313
0.0313
0.0313
0.0313
0.0250
0.0250
0.0250
0.0188
0.0188
0.0188
0.0188
0.0188
0.0188
0.0188
0.0188
0.0188
0.0125
0.0125
0.0125
0.0125
0.0125
0.0125
0.0125
0.0125
0.0 125
0.0125
0.0125
0.0125
0.0125
0.0125
0.0125
0.0125
0.0 125
0.0125
0.0125
0.0 125
0.0063
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CHAPTER 4 - ACCESSIBILITY ANALYSIS
In chapter 3, the structure of the plumbing industry was
mapped according to the cities with the greatest share of a market
attribute within its boundaries. Although this provided a basis for
understanding the structure of the plumbing industry in the
metropolitan Boston area, obvious locations for the buying
cooperative were not apparent. To gain additional insight, this
chapter uses an accessibility analysis to determine the site selection
for a cooperative from a different perspective. Rather than focusing
on the individual city, an accessibility study examines the
importance of a city based on its location within the metropolitan
Boston area.
GEOGRAPHIC CONSIDERATIONS
The accessibility location analysis is sensitive to the size of the
study area in the same way as is the market analysis. It is important
for all areas which are a part of the local economy to be included.
Otherwise, the results of the study might be biased in ways that are
not representative of the true patterns.
Unlike the market analysis, the results of the accessibility
analysis are affected by the location of a city within the study area.
As a result, cities which are in the middle of the study area will be
favored over the cities that located at the periphery of the study
area. This is due to the fact that a portion of the service radius for
perimeter cities is not included in the study area which would, if
included, raise their accessibility measure. Therefore, the
accessibility measures for those locations that have a majority of
their trade area within the study area are most reliable.
METHODOLOGY
Accessibility analyses have been used in the past for
transportation studies that plan the location of major thoroughfares
and interstate highways. Because of the importance of minimizing
the travel time for plumbers, an accessibility analysis was considered
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to be an appropriate tool for use in planning a location for the buying
cooperative. This section discusses the considerations used in the
calculation of the accessibility analysis.
Accessibility Calculation
The accessibility analysis incorporates the city shares from
Chapter 3 with the distances between cities to determine which cities
are most desirable. The measure of accessibility, unlike the city
market analysis, considers the amount of business within close
proximity to a city. Consequently, those cities which are located in
an area of concentrated activity benefit while the city which is
isolated does not. The following formula was used to calculate the
accessibility of a city:2 0
A =wi
SDi
where: Aj = accessibility of city "j"
wi = city share of city "i"
Dij = distance between city "i" and city "j"
a = the tolerance for travel
By summing the quotients of city "i's" share divided by the
distance between city "i" and city "j" raised to the "ath" power for all
cities in the study area, the accessibility measure for city "j" was
determined. The accessibility within city "j" was calculated by
dividing city "j's" share by a set distance, one mile, raised to the "ath"
power. The results of the accessibility calculations are listed for the
top forty cities in Tables 4.1 through 4.5.
Calculation Adjustments
The influence of surrounding cities is determined by the value
of alpha ("a"). The value of alpha inversely affects the influence of
adjacent cities. By increasing the value of alpha, the influence of
20 Manheim, Marvin, Fundamentals of Transportation Systems Analysis
(Cambridge, MA: MIT Press, 1979).
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adjacent cities is reduced. The value of alpha can be used to adjust
the area of influence to match the plumbers' tolerance for travel. By
increasing alpha, the equation can compensate for people who dislike
traveling long distances. By decreasing alpha, the preferences of a
plumber who likes to travel can be accommodated.
The value of alpha must be adjusted to a level where the
influence of adjacent cities approximates their actual effect on town
for which the accessibility is being calculated. Therefore, as the
distance between the adjacent cities and the town increases, the
effect of the adjacent cities on the town under consideration
decreases. After trying several values for alpha, a value of 1.0 was
selected because it most closely approximated the effects that
adjacent cities have upon one another.
Another value which must be selected is the distance between
the city for which the accessibility is being calculated and itself. If a
value of zero is used, then the influence of the city on itself would
also be zero. If the distance is less than one, then the importance of
the city is magnified. The last possibility includes values above one.
Values greater than one diminish the importance of the city. For this
study, a value of 1.0 mile was used to calculate the accessibility of a
city with itself.
GIS MAPPING
The results of the accessibility calculation were also mapped
with a GIS. As was discussed in Chapter 3, the method used to
classify the results of the calculations directly affects the images of
the GIS mapping. As with the results of the market analysis, the
results of the accessibility calculations have been classified using an
equal-interval method. The accessibility measures were divided into
five classes to allow variations in the data to be illustrated while
maintaining the readability of the map by minimizing number of
tones. Location Maps 4.1 through 4.5 show the results of the
accessibility calculations.
RESULTS
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The results of the accessibility analysis are similar to those in
chapter 3. The maps can be divided into two categories: one which
represents the existing settlement patterns and the other which
represents the new settlement pattern. The patterns which resulted
from the accessibility analysis for old houses, plumbing companies
and plumber residences (Location Maps 4.1, 4.3 and 4.4) are identical
to the patterns discovered by the city share analysis (Location Maps
3.1, 3.3 and 3.4). The accessibility analysis produced different
results for new houses and wholesale companies (Location Maps 4.2
and 4.5) from those found with the city share analysis (Location
Maps 3.2 and 3.5).
The similarity of results between the city share and
accessibility analyses for old houses, plumbing companies and
plumber residences does not provide any additional information
from which to identify the city where a cooperative should be
located. However, the accessibility analysis confirms the results of
the city share analysis. The locations of old houses, plumbing
companies and plumber residences center on the Boston area and
have a strong northern orientation followed by a weaker southern
orientation. The cities to the west of Boston do not show high
concentrations of activity.
The results of the accessibility analysis for plumbing wholesale
companies (Location Map 4.5) differ from those of the city share
analysis (Location Map 3.5). More cities to the north and south are
indicated to be accessible than previously. Apparently, wholesale
companies are situated in a manner which provides a high level of
access to the surrounding areas. When considering the location of
cooperatives, it will be best to locate in communities that are under
served by wholesalers. This will allow the cooperative to operate
with a minimum of competitive pressure. The increased number of
cities that are accessible to wholesale companies eliminates several
cities under consideration. Many of these cities are to the north of
Boston.
In contrast to the results of the wholesale company
accessibility analysis where more cities were shown to be accessible,
the location map for new houses shows the opposite. The city share
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analysis for new houses demonstrated many cities with high shares
of building activity while the accessibility analysis reveals fewer
cities that are accessible. Location Map 4.2 shows a more focused
regions of activity to the north of Boston around Lowell and to the
south near Mansfield and Franklin. By reducing the number of cities
that are accessible to new construction, the accessibility analysis has
helped to reduce the number of cities under consideration.
The Location Maps for old houses, plumbing companies,
plumber residences and wholesale companies indicate that route 128
is the limit of the Boston plumbing market. This is demonstrated by
the high concentrations of activity that occur within the area
bounded by route 128. The Location Maps for wholesale companies
and new house construction helped to narrow the field of acceptable
cities for a cooperative.
Conclusions
In this chapter, a city's desirability was analyzed from the
viewpoint of its access to other favorable markets in cities within
close proximity. Similar to the results of the market analysis, the
information generated by the accessibility measure did not identify a
single most important city. In the next chapter, a method of
selecting a location will be determined based on the aggregate results
of chapters 2, 3 and 4. In addition to the results of the analyses,
business concerns will be introduced which will influence the
location of the cooperative.
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TABLE 4.1: Accessibility Ranks for Old Houses
Rank City Share
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CITY
BOSTON
MARLBOROUGH
ABINGTON
CAMBRIDGE
LOWELL
SOMERVILLE
LYNN
QUINCY
BROCKTON
NEWTON
BROOKLINE
LAWRENCE
MEDFORD
FRAMINGHAM
MALDEN
WALTHAM
ARLINGTON
WEYMOUTH
HAVERHILL
PEABODY
EVERETT
SALEM
REVERE
WATERTOWN
BEVERLY
GLOUCESTER
MELROSE
WOBURN
BRAINTREE
BELMONT
NORWOOD
CHELSEA
LEXINGTON
NEEDHAM
WAKEFIELD
CHELMSFORD
MILTON
WELLESLEY
DEDHAM
MARBLEHEAD
Rank
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
1 1
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
Accessibility
0.2243
0.0698
0.0645
0.0371
0.0314
0.0303
0.0300
0.0300
0.0296
0.0293
0.0232
0.0225
0.0206
0.0196
0.0193
0.0189
0.0186
0.0171
0.0161
0.0151
0.0148
0.0147
0.0144
0.0133
0.0125
0.0117
0.0112
0.01 12
0.0109
0.0100
0.0097
0.0094
0.0094
0.0092
0.0088
0.0086
0.0085
0.0084
0.0082
0.0082
1
33
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2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
1 1
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
26
25
27
28
29
31
30
32
34
35
36
37
39
38
0.2240
0.0091
0.0038
0.0369
0.0313
0.0301
0.0299
0.0298
0.0287
0.0284
0.0230
0.0224
0.0205
0.0194
0.0192
0.0186
0.0184
0.0169
0.0160
0.0150
0.0146
0.0145
0.0138
0.0132
0.0123
0.0116
0.0104
0.0112
0.0103
0.0098
0.0095
0.0092
0 .0092
0.0091
0.0085
0 .0085
0.0084
0.0083
0.0080
0 .0081
Accessibility Ranks for New Houses
Rank City ShareCITY
MARLBOROUGH
ABINGTON
BOSTON
FRANKLIN
HAVERHILL
MANSFIELD
PLYMOUTH
DRACLT
ANDOVER
BRIDGEWATER
QUINCY
CANTON
TEWKSBURY
WALPOLE
WILMINGTON
NORTON
WALTHAM
BILLERICA
WRENTHAM
METHUEN
PEABODY
MARSHFIELD
LOWELL
EASTON
KINGSTON
GRTON
DUXBURY
MEDWAY
PEMBROKE
MIDDLEBOROUGH
HOPKINTON
BOXFORD
WEYMOUTH
ACTON
FOXBOROUGH
LEXINGTON
SHARON
BRAINTREE
AMESBURY
READING
Rank
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
1 1
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
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Accessibility
0.0738
0.0619
0.0364
0.0333
0.0283
0.0252
0.0244
0.0236
0.0202
0.0194
0.0192
0.0189
0.0184
0.0174
0.0172
0.0150
0.0145
0.0139
0.0136
0.0131
0.0129
0.0128
0.0128
0.0122
0.0118
0.0118
0.0117
0.0115
0.0111
0.0110
0.0108
0.0106
0.0104
0.0101
0.0099
0.0097
0.0086
0.0086
0.0085
0.0084
14
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1
2
3
4
5
6
7
9
8
10
1 1
12
13
15
16
17
35
18
19
21
20
22
24
23
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
36
41
37
40
0.0166
0.0046
0.0361
0.0331
0.0282
0.0249
0.0243
0.0235
0.0200
0.0190
0.0190
0.01 84
0.0182
0.0173
0.0170
0.0145
0.0142
0.0138
0.0090
0.0129
0.0127
0.0127
0.0127
0.0118
0.0115
0.0117
0.01 14
0.0113
0.0109
0.0108
0.0107
0.0105
0.0102
0.0100
0.0096
0.0096
0.0085
0.0078
0.0084
0.0081
TABLE 4.2:
TABLE 4.3: Accessibility Ranks for Plumbing Businesses
RankCITY
BOSTON
ABINGTON
MARLBOROUGH
QUINCY
HAVERHILL
LOWELL
CAMBRIDGE
WALTHAM
LAWRENCE
LYNN
ROCKLAND
STOUGHTON
SOMERVILLE
NEWTON
MIDDLEBOROUGH
GLOUCESTER
HINGHAM
NORWOOD
CANTON
MALDEN
BRAINTREE
PEABODY
MELROSE
READING
BROCKTON
HANOVER
REVERE
WAKEFIELD
BEVERLY
EVERETT
DANVERS
SAUGUS
NATICK
RANDOLPH
WOBURN
ARLINGTON
FRANKLIN
SALEM
WATERTOWN
MEDFORD
City ShareRank
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
59
Accessibility
0.1012
0.0714
0.0708
0.0476
0.0219
0.0204
0.0203
0.0191
0.0183
0.0171
0.0168
0.0168
0.0166
0.0160
0.0144
0.0143
0.0141
0.0140
0.0136
0.0135
0.0132
0.0124
0.0123
0.0122
0.0120
0.0116
0.0115
0.0113
0.0113
0.0110
0.0109
0.0109
0.0105
0.0105
0.0104
0.0099
0.0099
0.0099
0.0098
0.0098
1
74
86
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
14
13
16
15
18
17
19
20
22
21
24
28
29
25
23
27
26
30
31
32
33
34
35
37
38
36
0.1009
0.0042
0.0036
0.0474
0.0218
0.0203
0.0201
0.0188
0.0182
0.0169
0.0167
0.0167
0.0165
0.0150
0.0142
0.0142
0.0136
0.0138
0.0131
0.0133
0.0125
0.0123
0.0114
0.0119
0.01 10
0.0108
0.0108
0.0110
0.0112
0.0108
0.0108
0.0108
0.0104
0.0104
0.0104
0.0097
0.0097
0.0097
0.0097
0.0097
TABLE 4.4: Accessibility Ranks for Plumber Residences
Rank City ShareCITY
BOSTON
MARLBOROUGH
ABINGTON
QUINCY
LYNN
BROCKTON
WALTHAM
MALDEN
PEABODY
MEDFORD
WOBURN
MELROSE
SAUGUS
BRAINTREE
SOMERVILLE
STOUGHTON
BEVERLY
EVERETT
ARLINGTON
REVERE
BILLERICA
PLYMOUTH
STONEHAM
NATICK
WAKEFIELD
RANDOLPH
TEWKSBURY
NORWOOD
DEDHAM
WRENTHAM
HAVERHILL
DRACUT
DANVERS
WATERTOWN
FRANKLIN
METHUEN
FRAMINGHAM
WALPOLE
SALEM
GLOUCESTER
Rank
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
1 1
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
1 9
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
60
Accessibility
0.0985
0.0708
0.0698
0.0403
0.0259
0.0225
0.0193
0.0184
0.0164
0.0163
0.0161
0.0156
0.0154
0.0153
0.0150
0.0138
0.0137
0.0135
0.0132
0.0130
0.0125
0.0123
0.0120
0.0120
0.0118
0.0116
0.0114
0.0110
0.0110
0.0105
0.0104
0.0097
0.0096
0.0096
0.0095
0.0095
0.0093
0.0093
0.0090
0.0088
1
44
56
2
3
4
5
6
8
7
9
13
10
12
1 1
14
15
16
17
20
18
19
25
21
23
22
24
26
27
76
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
0.0981
0.0069
0.0060
0.0400
0.0257
0.0211
0.0189
0.0181
0.0162
0.0162
0.0161
0.0143
0.0153
0.0143
0.0148
0.0137
0.0135
0.0132
0.0129
0.0120
0.0123
0.0121
0.0110
0.0118
0.0113
0.0115
0.0112
0.0107
0.0105
0.0046
0.0102
0.0096
0.0094
0.0094
0.0093
0.0093
0.0091
0.0091
0.0088
0.0087
TABLE 4.5: Accessibility Ranks for Plumbing Wholesale Companies
Rank City ShareCITY
BOSTON
ABINGTON
MARLBOROUGH
CAMBRIDGE
WOBURN
WAKEFIELD
QUINCY
LYNN
WATERTOWN
NORWOOD
LOWELL
RANDOLPH
BROCKTON
NEWTON
CANTON
WALTHAM
FRANKLIN
SOMERVILLE
STOUGHTON
HAVERHILL
MEDFORD
REVERE
STONEHAM
BRAINTREE
SUDBURY
READING
DEDHAM
CHELSEA
WAREHAM
EVERETT
MALDEN
WESTWOOD
MIDDLEBOROUGH
ARLINGTON
BURLINGTON
NORTH ANDOVER
BEVERLY
BILLERICA
GLOUCESTER
PEABODY
Rank
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
1 1
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
61
Accessibility
0.1254
0.0660
0.0598
0.0441
0.0375
0.0318
0.0316
0.0315
0.0314
0.0253
0.0252
0.0251
0.0202
0.0202
0.0194
0.0192
0.0190
0.0189
0.0189
0.0189
0.0189
0.0136
0.0135
0.0135
0.0133
0.0130
0.0129
0.0128
0.0128
0.0128
0.0128
0.0128
0.0128
0.0128
0.0127
0.0127
0.0127
0.0127
0.0127
0.0127
1
40
112
2
3
6
5
4
7
9
8
10
1 1
16
12
19
13
17
18
14
15
35
36
23
37
34
26
25
38
27
30
39
31
20
24
32
21
22
28
33
0.1250
0.0063
0.0000
0.0438
0.0375
0.0313
0.0313
0.0313
0.0313
0.0250
0.0250
0.0250
0.0188
0.0188
0.0188
0.0188
0.0188
0.0188
0.0188
0.0188
0.0188
0.0125
0.0125
0.0125
0.0125
0.0125
0.0125
0.0125
0.0125
0.0125
0.0125
0.0125
0.0125
0.0125
0.0125
0.0125
0.0125
0.0125
0.0125
0.0125
Accessible Locat
E] .000 to .010
.010 to .020
.020 to .040
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ions to Old Houses
.040 to .080
.080 to .224
Iles
10 20
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m
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.012 to .024
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Miles
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LOCATION MAP 4.3: Plumbing Businesses
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LOCATION MAP 4.4: Plumber Residences
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LOCATION MAP 4.5: Plumbing Wholesale Companies
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CHAPTER 5 - CONCLUSION
Chapters 2, 3 and 4 provide information which will guide the
selection of a location for the plumbing cooperative in the
metropolitan Boston area. The knowledge gained from a market
analysis will help to identify areas with favorable characteristics, but
the optimal business location will usually depend on other factors as
well. The chapter will formulate a strategy for selecting a city based
on practical business concerns and the market analysis. This
strategy will be used to propose an optimal city for a cooperative.
CHAPTER SUMMARIES
The preceding three chapters analyzed the plumbing industry
from different perspectives. Chapter 2 focused on the plumber with
a market survey of thirty plumbers to discover their business and
location preferences. A market and an accessibility analysis studied
the five aspects of the plumbing industry to determine which cities
have the most favorable attributes for a cooperative. This section
reviews the information which will be used to make the final
selection of a city for the cooperative.
Market Survey Findings
The survey revealed that 90% of the plumbing companies with
a favorable opinion of cooperatives wanted to be located close to
their customer base. In addition, a negative relationship was
determined between the amount of contracting work in which
plumbers engage and their opinion of the cooperative. The negative
relationship between the maximum service radius and repair
companies indicated that repair plumbers are less tolerant of
traveling than their contracting counterparts. Although all aspects of
the industry will affect the location of a cooperative, these results
indicate that greater importance should be given to the location of
old houses (the repair plumbers' customer) and the location of
plumbing businesses.
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Market Analysis Results
Chapter 3 showed that there is a high correlation between the
locations for old housing, plumbing companies, plumber residences
and wholesale companies which is much weaker for the location of
new construction. The large concentration of old housing in the
central Boston area suggest that it would be a desirable market for
repair contractors. Cities to the north of Boston have the next highest
concentration of old houses followed by cities to the south. New
construction predominated around Lowell in the northwest and
Franklin to the south of Boston. The results of the market analysis
indicated that locations to the north and south of the city had
desirable characteristics.
Accessibility Analysis Results
The accessibility analysis added a spatial component to the
calculations in chapter 3. The maps created from the accessibility
calculation for old houses, plumbing companies and plumber
residences (Location Maps 4.1, 4.3 and 4.4) were identical to the
maps produced from the city share calculations for the same
categories of data (Location Maps 3.1, 3.3 and 3.4). The accessibility
calculation confirmed the results of the market analysis for these
categories of data but did not provide additional information that
would be helpful in choosing a location.
The Location Maps 4.2 and 4.5, for the new houses and
wholesale companies respectively, were different from the maps
produced from the city share calculations. Location Map 4.2 for new
houses based on the accessibility analysis showed fewer desirable
locations than did Location Map 3.2 which reflected city shares. This
narrowed the field of potential cities where a cooperative should be
located. Location Map 4.5 further reduces the number of potential
cities by identifying areas which currently are well served by
existing plumbing wholesale companies.
OTHER CONSIDERATIONS
The information gained from the market analysis is helpful, but
it must be tempered with the real concerns of business. Information
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on the cooperative's business strategy and transportation needs must
be considered when making the final site selection. By combining
the market information with the concerns of business, a location for a
cooperative can determined.
Business Strategy
The business strategy will affect the location of the cooperative.
The ideal location for a cooperative will change as the number of
locations within the region changes. To maximize the exposure to the
market, a single location would need a central location while a pair of
locations would need to be located remotely from one another to
prevent them from over serving one area at the expense of another.
For this reason, the long-term plans for expansion must be
considered to assure an efficient use of resources. If the number of
cooperatives needed in a region can be predicted, then cities can be
selected that will assure the most efficient coverage of the market.
Local Considerations
Local considerations will also affect the final decision. A city
may have attractive attributes, but inflated land values or zoning
constraints may prevent a cooperative from locating there.
Convenient access to major roads and highways is another important
criteria for locating the cooperative. The survey indicated that
plumbers will be reluctant to join a cooperative in an inaccessible
location. There are many other local concerns which will affect the
final choice of an individual city; however, a full discussion of these
concerns is outside the scope of this paper.
SELECI'ION METHODOLOGY
The selection of the proposed location will be based on both
market and local considerations. The results of the market analysis
indicate that the cooperative should be located as close as possible to
the repair companies' customers. The Location Maps in chapters 3
and 4 provide a convenient reference for the results of the location
analyses. Transportation concerns dictate that the cooperative be
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located in a city that has convenient access to major roads and
highways.
Proposed City Selection
This thesis focuses on the optimal site selection for a solitary
purchasing cooperative. Therefore, a central location for the
cooperative is important to allow plumbers from both the north and
the south of the city to have equal access. Although less growth is
occurring in the west, the need for a central location from which to
operate dictated that a city to the west of Boston be selected. Using
this as the starting point, the selection process has been narrowed to
only a few cities.
The cities with the greatest concentration of old housing to the
west of the city are Newton, Watertown and Waltham. Waltham
stands out as a first choice for the following reasons. Compared to
Watertown, Waltham has better access to highways and has higher
concentrations of plumbing companies (Map 3.3) and plumber
residences (Map 3.4). In addition, Waltham has better access to new
construction (Map 4.2) and is less accessible to other wholesale
companies (Map 4.5). Newton is a close second place because of its
location and its higher concentration of old houses (Map 3.1). Each
city has equivalent concentrations of plumbing and wholesale
companies (Maps 3.3 and 3.4), but Waltham is more accessible to
new construction (Map 4.2) and plumber residences (Map 4.4).
Waltham also has a better geographic location and better access to
major thoroughfares.
CONCLUSION
This paper has developed a method of location analysis for
purchasing cooperatives designed for plumbing contractors. The
advantages of this method are that the data requirements are
minimal and the analysis requires only basic statistical techniques.
Thus, it provides a method of location analysis that can be easily
replicated in other cities or businesses.
Although the method of analysis is relatively easy, care must
be taken in its application. The market survey must be random and
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of sufficient size to allow conclusions to be valid. The data used in
the market analysis must be representative of the industry's
participants. The size of the study area must include all cities which
impact the local economy.
The main contribution of this analysis is that with relatively
straightforward techniques, it narrows a field of cities to provide a
starting point for optimal site selection. Business constraints,
geographic features and local considerations such as zoning must
then enter the equation. The thoughtful integration of these
competing concerns will result in the selection of a location for the
cooperative which guarantees the highest likelihood of success.
APPENDIX 1.0: MARKET ANALYSIS DATA
Notes:
1. Data on building permits is the sum of the year end totals for the number housing permits
issued for the years 1989 to 1993 inclusive as reported in the Current Construction Reports:
Housing Units Authorized by Building Permits as compiled by the U.S. Bureau of the Census.
2. The quantities of houses built before 1970 are estimates for places with over 10,000
people produced by the U.S. Bureau of the Census from answers to the 1990 Census long
form. Cities where a zero appears indicate cities for which the Bureau of the Census did not
provide an estimate. The values can be found in Housing Table "H0025" titled "The Year
Structure Built."
3. The number of plumbers employed in each city is an estimate based on the quantity of
businesses with "1 to 4" and "5 to 24" employees multiplied by the average number of
employees for the category. The quantity of businesses in each city was taken from the
"Market Place" business software which is distributed by Lotus Corporation and which
incorporates information from the Dun & Bradstreet business database on six million
businesses nationwide.
4. The number of plumbing wholesale supply companies is based on the number of business
that are included in the "Market Place" business software.
5. The location and quantity of plumbers residing in each city was calculated from the
Commonwealth of Massachusetts registration list for Plumbers current as of December 1993.
CITY
Abington
Acton
Amesbury
Andover
Arlington
Ashby
Ashland
Avon
Ayer
Bedford
Bellingham
Belmont
Berlin
Beverly
Billerica
Bolton
Boston
Boxborough
Boxford
Braintree
Bridgewater
Brockton
Brookline
Burlington
Cambridge
Canton
Carlisle
Carver
Chelmsford
Chelsea
Cohasset
Concord
Danvers
Building
Permits
168
364
305
729
20
0
32
27
14
141
168
8
5
281
502
14
1,315
260
383
285
690
224
33
145
14
669
94
163
188
27
33
263
183
Houses Built
before 1970
3,555
0
3,361
3,061
17,311
0
0
0
1,123
0
975
9,237
0
11,598
0
0
210,594
0
450
9,663
1,430
26,996
21,596
5,299
34,718
0
0
0
7,949
8,647
0
0
7,034
Employed
Plumbers
17
17
26
12
38
7
12
9
17
2
0
33
0
44
19
0
394
0
2
49
14
43
37
19
79
51
0
10
30
20
12
0
42
Wholesale
Companies
1
1
0
1
2
0
0
1
0
1
0
1
0
20
2
0
20
0
0
2
0
3
0
2
7
3
0
0
0
2
0
1
1
72
Resident
Plumbers
38
31
24
27
82
4
29
11
7
26
34
44
5
86
78
3
623
1
5
91
25
134
32
43
40
4
4
18
37
35
15
7
60
APPENDIX 1.0: MARKET ANALYSIS DATA (continued)
CITY
Dedham
Dover
Dracut
Dunstable
Duxbury
East Bridgewater
Easton
Essex
Everett
Foxborough
Framingham
Franklin
Georgetown
Gloucester
Groton
Groveland
Halifax
Hamilton
Hanover
Hanson
Harvard
Haverhill
Hingham
Holbrook
Holliston
Hopedale
Hopkinton
Hudson
Hull
Ipswich
Kingston
Lakeville
Lancaster
Lawrence
Lexington
Lincoln
Littleton
Lowell
Lynn
Lynnfield
Malden
Manchester
Mansfield
Marblehead
Marion
Marlborough
Marshfield
Mattapoisett
Maynard
Medfield
Medford
Medway
Melrose
Building
Permits
54
134
855
41
414
231
428
50
164
350
248
1,206
120
199
426
103
41
77
234
138
79
1,026
151
18
0
60
388
123
46
199
418
273
37
25
348
112
299
461
219
61
147
47
906
90
85
604
461
62
94
248
65
413
30
73
Houses Built
before 1970
7,497
563
0
0
636
0
0
584
13,706
1,541
18,269
2,513
0
10,912
375
0
0
0
0
458
0
15,038
1,759
3,190
0
913
721
3,674
4,277
1,452
1,607
0
0
21,062
8,660
0
1,017
29,446
28,102
2,940
18,006
0
2,003
7,611
487
8,538
927
1,168
2,960
1,553
19,285
0
9,812
Employed
Plumbers
19
0
17
12
23
17
0
5
42
17
31
38
0
55
2
0
10
14
42
0
7
85
53
2
7
5
5
19
7
26
17
5
0
71
21
2
10
79
66
5
52
5
26
19
5
14
28
2
5
14
38
5
45
Wholesale
Companies
2
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
2
0
1
3
0
2
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
3
1
0
0
1
0
0
0
2
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
4
5
1
2
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
1
0
3
0
1
Resident
Plumbers
67
7
61
7
19
22
1
8
84
37
58
59
13
55
17
20
15
12
37
14
4
65
37
25
21
14
12
26
39
23
20
24
7
50
31
6
17
2
163
27
115
8
38
39
8
44
49
13
15
12
103
18
91
APPENDIX 1.0: MARKET ANALYSIS DATA (continued)
CITY
Mendon
Merrimac
Methuen
Middleborough
Middleton
Milford
Millis
Milton
Nahant
Natick
Needham
Newbury
Newburyport
Newton
Norfolk
North Andover
North Reading
Norton
Norwell
Norwood
Peabody
Pembroke
Pepperell
Plainville
Plymouth
Plympton
Quincy
Randolph
Raynham
Reading
Revere
Rochester
Rockland
Rockport
Rowley
Salem
Salisbury
Saugus
Scituate
Sharon
Sherborn
Shirley
Somerville
Southborough
Stoneham
Stoughton
Stow
Sudbury
Swampscott
Tewksbury
Topsfield
Townsend
Tyngsborough
Building
Permits
117
102
471
394
184
115
90
101
8
92
130
114
170
79
231
218
268
528
113
137
464
396
126
149
884
53
691
246
196
294
227
128
232
91
257
173
83
168
188
308
31
170
66
247
133
261
161
221
61
664
41
195
299
74
Houses Built
before 1970
0
0
0
2,086
0
5,849
991
7,922
1,462
0
8,575
0
5,962
26,699
0
0
0
237
0
8,936
14,057
0
447
0
2,582
0
28,042
6,951
789
6,088
12,932
0
0
2,455
327
13,657
1,957
6,984
1,662
1,701
0
598
28,336
0
6,235
0
0
0
4,417
0
688
397
0
Employed
Plumbers
5
5
22
55
14
31
14
21
9
40
19
0
17
59
2
5
26
12
37
54
48
19
17
7
36
0
185
40
14
46
42
5
65
2
7
38
7
42
15
2
2
14
64
2
34
65
2
5
2
26
2
21
5
Wholesale
Companies
0
0
0
2
0
1
0
0
0
1
0
0
1
3
0
2
0
0
0
4
2
0
0
1
0
0
5
4
0
2
2
0
0
0
0
1
0
1
0
0
0
0
3
0
2
3
0
2
0
0
0
0
0
Resident
Plumbers
6
10
59
40
16
35
30
54
16
75
25
20
13
36
20
35
43
29
34
68
103
43
21
16
77
4
254
73
17
49
76
3
52
17
10
56
21
97
36
12
5
4
94
10
70
87
11
9
27
71
7
9
20
APPENDIX 1.0: MARKET ANALYSIS DATA (continued)
CITY
Wakefield
Walpole
Waltham
Wareham
Watertown
Wayland
Wellesley
Wenham
West Bridgewater
West Newbury
Westford
Weston
Westwood
Weymouth
Whitman
Wilmington
Winchester
Winthrop
Woburn
Wrentham
Building
Permits
102
630
517
150
35
95
126
65
58
120
283
34
68
372
119
618
208
8
39
327
Houses Built
before 1970
7,970
1,522
17,522
1,531
12,419
0
7,785
0
0
0
0
0
0
15,929
0
4,082
6,361
6,482
10,488
0
Employed
Plumbers
43
26
73
17
38
10
23
0
2
0
17
2
2
28
12
17
12
37
40
19
Wholesale
Companies
5
1
3
2
5
1
0
0
1
0
0
0
2
0
0
1
1
0
6
0
Resident
Plumbers
72
58
120
19
60
12
24
1
11
4
39
7
25
42
1
41
38
40
102
29
75
APPENDIX 2.0: Survey Responses
City Opinion Location
Pref.
Boston
Boston Area
Brookline
Burlington
Cambridge
Canton
Chelsea
Everett
Gloucester
Hingham
Lexington
Lexington
Malden
Melrose
Melrose
Needham
Norwood
Norwood
Roslindale
Scituate
Stoneham
Stoughton
Topsfield
Waltham
Watertown
Watertown
Winchester
Winchester
Woburn
Yarmouth
NOTES:
1. Opinions:
Business Breakdown
Repair Contract Indust.
90%
85%
85%
20%
65%
30%
100%
70%
45%
20%
40%
40%
60%
70%
5%
70%
70%
50%
75%
70%
0%
80%
80%
75%
95%
33%
60%
75%
10%
50%
10%
5%
15%
20%
35%
70%
0%
30%
55%
70%
50%
50%
40%
30%
75%
20%
25%
50%
25%
20%
0%
20%
20%
25%
5%
33%
35%
25%
10%
50%
0%
10%
0%
60%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
10%
10%
10%
0%
0%
20%
10%
5%
0%
0%
10%
100%
0%
0%
0%
0%
33%
5%
0%
80%
0%
Age of
Comp.
20
6
35
62
40
22
55
25
11
25
11
80
20
9
6
10
10
24
15
10
23
100
10
48
48
6
3
42
72
36
1 = Favorable, 0 = Unfavorable
2. Location Preference: 0 = Indifferent, 1 = Near Customer, 2 = Near Residence
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Service
Radius
Ave. Max.
1 5
15 40
5 3
10 50
6 20
2 10
5 15
5 20
20 30
10 25
10 15
3 15
30 45
20 25
20 60
10 20
25 45
20 50
15 30
10 25
11 50
2 30
30 40
10 15
4 12
15 30
2 25
5 8
20 50
20 40
APPENDIX 2.0: Survey Responses (cont'd)
City # of
Reg.
Cust's.
Boston
Boston Area
Brookline
Burlington
Cambridge
Canton
Chelsea
Everett
Gloucester
Hingham
Lexington
Lexington
Malden
Melrose
Melrose
Needham
Norwood
Norwood
Roslindale
Scituate
Stoneham
Stoughton
Topsfield
Waltham
Watertown
Watertown
Winchester
Winchester
W oburn
Yarmouth
Ca
/da
10,000
2,500
1,200
5,400
3,000
200
1,600
150
1,850
500
300
800
300
80
3,000
10,000
5,800
300
50
10,000
# of # of Monthl)Inventory
Plbrs Trucks
of # of
11 Office
y Staff
10 0
20 2
12 2
8 1.5
30 9
1
1 0
6 3
8 2
2 0
8 1
8 1
7 0
4 0
2 0
16 1
2 1
11 3
3 0
10 1
0 1
18 1
22 8
6 0
5 0
15 1
9 0
3 0
2
21 3
Parts
Use
3,500
12,500
20,000
58,000
3,000
1,000
7,500
7,500
5,500
5,500
15,000
5,000
4,000
10,000
8,000
5,000
20,000
2,000
6,000
12,500
12,500
30,000
11,500
1
7
3
4
12
5
1
6
3
2
3
4
1
2
3
3
2
7
1
4
5
5
8
3
2
5
3
1.5
8
16
Stored Truck
35,000
30,000
25,000
62,500
1,500
1,000
10,000
36,000
30,000
5,500
4,000
1,000
2,000
20,000
1,500
12,500
18,000
40,000
5,000
5,500
1,000
7,500
4,000
1,000
5,000
8,000
6,000
400
2,000
2,000
1,500
1,000
3,500
1,500
4,500
700
2,000
30,000 11,000
10,000
3,000 2,000
10,000 3,000
1,000 1,000
1,000
500,000 10,000
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Trips
for
Parts
1
1
3.5
8
4
1
5
1
1
1.5
1
0.1
0.6
0.65
1
3.5
1
1
1
1
0.2
0.5
1
1
1
1
2
0.8
1
0
4 12,000
3 12,500
1 1,000
3 15,000
20 27,500
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